INTUITIVE ADVISOR + KEYNOTE SPEAKER
I N T E R N AT I O N A L B E S T S E L L I N G A U T H O R

S I G N AT U R E T O P I C S

The Hidden Power of Energy

Master Your Energy, Transform Your Life

Within your energy field are the secrets to having

Often feeling stuck is a sign it’s time for change. Prepare to

happy relationships, financial stress or success, emo-

connect within to release any stuck, stale energy that is

tional intelligence, clarity and vibrant health. Lara

holding you back from your ideal life. That’s the powerful

sheds light on the secrets our energy fields’ hold as

world that once you tap into it, physical reality shifts in ways

well as the influence our ‘spaces’ (homes, cars, work)

you’ve only dreamed of. Answers become available, clarity

can have on our daily life. Prepare to be fascinated and

returns, healing integrates, illness dissipates, blocks are

excited to understand your own energy field while

cleared, mountains move and lives change.

learning tools and tips to keep yourself clear.

Shift the Energy of Your House

*Optional Add On

All homes, walls, spaces and land hold living energy ---

An optional add-on for each presentation above is a group

often disruptive. If you're struggling to sell a home or

energy clearing meditation with Lara’s signature light

feeling off balance in your home, come learn the why, when,

language healing to release subconscious blocks and stuck

how, and best tools to use to clear your space. Transform

energy. Lara’s deep clearing work reveals insights at the

the heavy, stagnant energies into lighter, more peaceful,

spiritual, physical, emotional, mental, and heart levels

and happier energies. Participants will be mesmerized with

while clearing multi-dimensionally and generationally to

curiosity and amazement during this unique, eye-opening

help your audience create the shifts they seek and to gain

and insightful workshop as Lara peels back the layers of the

greater clarity.

unseen world around us.

In all of Lara’s dynamic presentations she hones in on the single factor that will transform a person’s
life—learning to master their own energy. Whether it’s a conference or corporate event, Lara’s relatable,
inspiring messages will motivate your audience to fine-tune their own personal energy fostering
extraordinary balance and extreme clarity. Audience members will each feel their own shift during the
presentation and the impact will continue for decades later. Their shifts will result in feeling lighter,expanded
intuition, release of unprocessed emotions and non-serving beliefs, decreased stress, And MORE!

Lara raises the energy in every room she
speaks in while the ripple effect spreads
through each participant.

Lara Jaye is a master of reading and
moving stagnant energy
Leading the shift for C-suite executives, change
makers, CEO’s, influencers, and leaders—locally
and globally— who desire a unique strategic edge
to keep up with their fast-paced life. Lara guides
them and their teams both professionally and
personally allowing for a more balanced life and a
profound impact on their level of clarity.
For the past decade, Lara has dedicated her life to
studying, understanding and communicating with
the unseen powers that surround us. Tapping into
this unseen energy and making a choice from this
space shifts the vibration of a situation and
fosters

extraordinary

balance

and

extreme

clarity. When we communicate with those
energies and lead from this place, we’re able
to master the invisible, and in turn, our
physical world.
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AS SEEN ON

E N E R G Y T R A N S F O R M AT I O N S T H AT H AV E L E D T O B R E A K T H R O U G H S I N B U S I N E S S , H E A LT H , A N D L I F E

“I highly recommend engaging Lara as a strategy to wipe
your energetic; mental and emotional slate clean – to
recalibrate with your higher purpose, energy and clarity. Lara
is very human but deeply connected to the source and spiritual
realms; she has clear and direct abilities to communicate with

Lara is my

secret weapon

her and your powers and help reshape, realign and

redesign your life’s purpose, mission
and balance.”

—Dianna, Entrepreneur
— Georgii

“We are up $70,000 in 6 months
compared to last year. Lara has created an energy of
healing and raised our vibration on a personal level
which has translated into an elevated business and
overall environment. ”

—Eryn, CEO

“Our businesses started picking
up, health improvements were
realized, balance was restored
and we began to have tremendous clarity to move
through life with a new understanding that gives
us a level of peace that was unknown before Lara
worked with us.”

— Amy

Her energy is

magnetic!
—Elle, Coach

